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The article by Stephen Humphry (this issue) is a technical tour de force. At one level, I marvel
at the ingenuity and sophisticated logic and argument on display. This is impressive work and
thinking whichever way you look at it. However, after twice re-reading the manuscript, the same
question arises in my mind: What exactly has any of this to do with the measurement of psychological attributes? Humphry has produced an interesting line of argument and a mathematical
derivation that augments the Rasch IRT model so that it can incorporate differential discrimination parameters for sets of questionnaire items composing a “measure” of a latent variable.
As part of this derivation, a standard unit of measurement is apparently created for an arbitrary,
statistically constructed, latent trait. Within the simulation example he provides, the unit is never
even defined; it’s presumably invoked somewhere but apparently cannot be specified as unambiguously as one might specify a physical unit. Even if the data are artificial, surely it is not
impossible to show how the data were generated as magnitudes of a particular ability, where
those magnitudes were constructed as ratios of a specific standard ability unit.
This is why my reaction to the article is one of puzzlement. If there is one thing we have
learned from the work of Schonemann (1994), Michell (1997), and Trendler (2008), it is that
empirical experimental manipulations of attributes are required to be undertaken prior to the
representation of attribute magnitudes by the real number system, let alone the instantiation of
a unit of measurement. Yet, we know such manipulations are all but impossible to imagine for
many psychological attributes, including abilities. The idea that a statistical model of questionnaire item responses can somehow reveal quantitative structure for an attribute constructed by
that very same statistical model seems unreal to me. Describing the constructed attribute as a
“latent variable” is an attempt to avoid admitting the variable is just something constructed from
data observations using a particular form of data analysis. There is nothing “latent” about such
variables, as Maraun (2007) and Maraun and Halpin (2008) have been stating for years now. Yet,
Maraun and colleagues’ work on latent variables is clearly considered irrelevant by Humphry, as
the publications are not even acknowledged in the references.
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If one looks beyond the restrictive world of the psychometrician working with educational
test items and peers for a moment into the world of psychological science, empirical evidence
shows that some “latent” traits (variables) really are artifacts of the particular linear methods
applied to describe data patterns. Maraun (1997) had already demonstrated to the psychometric
community that the Big Five personality trait model is quite arbitrary, merely a function of the
linear methodology one used to analyze data. The problem was, nobody wanted to be reminded
of that inconvenient fact. For example, within the domain of personality and the Big Five, it has
now become apparent that one can make reasonable predictions of behavioral outcomes without
invoking a single “Big Five” latent variable measure, using a theory of personality that is tied to
biological and cognitive functioning and with no traits involved (Read et al., 2010). Indeed, as
they state:
This model is intended as a potential model of the structure of human personality. But by that we
do not mean that any specific instantiation of the model will provide a replication of personality
structure, such as the Big Five. Instead, we view any specific set of parameters and learning experiences as representing a particular individual or type of individual. The Big Five is a representation
of the structure of human personality across a group of people. This structure is not seen for a single person but is rather the result of the covariation among characteristics within a large sample of
people. Therefore, if we created a large number of virtual individuals, each with a different random
set of parameters, we would expect the resulting patterns of behavior across individuals to give us
something like the Big Five. (p. 87)

One also has to question why Humphry would even bother to derive the link between
discrimination and a unit of measurement when, as Michell (2004) has stated:
If a person’s correct response to an item depended solely on ability, with no random “error” component involved, one would only learn the ordinal fact that that person’s ability at least matches the
difficulty level of the item. Item response modelers derive all quantitative information (as distinct
from merely ordinal) from the distributional properties of the random “error” component . . . Here,
as elsewhere, psychometricians derive what they want most (measures) from what they know least
(the shape of “error”) by presuming to already know it . . . By any fair-minded reckoning, our state
of knowledge at present does not support claims to be able to measure psychological attributes using
item response models. (p. 126)

What is the point of developing a derivation for an arbitrary unit of measurement within a
statistical model that cannot, in and of itself, justify a claim for the quantitative measurement of
any psychological attributes?
The very real problem we face as psychological scientists is how to conceive of defining
any psychological attribute in a clear, technical manner, such that we can propose experimental
manipulations that might test our expectations about magnitude relations. We can’t even define
the meaning of personality attributes uniquely, as has become increasingly apparent recently
within the meta-analysis literature (Barrett & Rolland, 2009; Pace & Brannick, 2010; but see also
Woods, 2009). The response may be that abilities are different; here we possess clear technical
definitions of abilities such as numerical reasoning, verbal fluency, speed of closure, etc. But do
we, to the extent required by the invocation of a standard unit of measurement of each?
To some, the kinds of criticism stated above look nihilistic—a virtual admission that the quantitative measurement of psychological attributes may be illusory for many attributes. However,
we can and do approximate a fuzzy-order measurement pretty well, especially with regard to the
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assessment of performance. But you soon realize that in our day-to-day interpretation and practical use of psychological measures, most of this “measurement” is expressed in terms of orders
and not real numbered continuous magnitudes, largely because we don’t have a clue what the
difference means between individuals who score, say, 2.75 and 2.76 on a “latent” IRT variable.
Until we can develop theory and experimental manipulations that allow us to test whether such
apparent quantitative precision is empirically justified, we have to accept that fitting a certain type
of sophisticated statistical model to item response data will remain relevant only to those who are
more concerned with fitting data models than with the measurement of substantive psychological
attributes.
Seeking to establish quantitative measurement is, I think, primarily a theory-driven exercise.
In addition, there has to be a body of empirical evidence that provides unambiguous results
that an attribute is varying quantitatively. That evidence will be generated from theories about
the attribute and how and why it varies linearly in magnitudes. Once that body of evidence is
established, then quantification can proceed.
New methods of data analysis, like Grice’s Observation Oriented Modeling (in press) permit
the causal analysis of data without invoking any metric. Deterministic explanatory and actuarial
accuracy drives this modeling, not statistical model fit or aggregate probability models of phenomena. But this methodology is one suited to scientific exploration, in contrast to psychometric
IRT models that can only be used for describing item response data.
In conclusion, I would have been more sympathetic with Humphry’s work if he had just
presented his derivation as something of relevance solely to atheoretical psychometricians/
statisticians working with item responses. But, in his abstract, he claims the work is of relevance
to measurement in the social sciences. On the contrary. I don’t think it has any relevance.
As I see it, the problem remaining for any social scientist is, not one of developing yet more
derivations of existing statistical item response models or even new such models, but one of
creating bodies of evidence that demonstrate that a psychological attribute does indeed vary additively. If these bodies of evidence are missing, then we must continue to explore and make careful
observations and, where possible, manipulate features of phenomena and attributes, but without
this continuing pretence of an artificial precision accorded by so-called “measurement models”
within “quantitative psychology.” And we continue like this until such time as the body of observational evidence either invites obvious and unambiguous quantification or theory-related causal
explanations of our observations show it is simply not possible in principle.
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